
trisha_29: catches the bottle...ty....i need you to step up the music a bit please...i have 
something i want to do 

D r a z: pours a double patron and slide it across to lacey 

i_am_lacey: ty Draz....leans across the bar and gives the birthday boy a kiss on the cheek 
trisha_29: walks over and grabs draz's hand...leads him to the chair center of the room...sit 
please 
D r a z: ty  lacey  hugs  
D r a z:  walks to center stage  and sits on my hands  as I look at  trisha  

trisha_29: smiles....reaches up pulls the pony tail holder from my hair....swaying my hips 
slowly in front of him to the music...tilts my head back...shaking my long locks out 
paveduck: i'll give you the 2lb mallet from my jeep if you use it on your teacher (but not on 

you!) 
D r a z: sits stock still as i watch trisha ,,,,,,oh boy 

D r a z:  my eyes all over trisha  as she shakes it out  
trisha_29: turns my back to draz....reaching back...sliding my fingers down over the tight 
skirt covering the curves of my ass....reaching the bottom of the skirt...sliding it up slowly 
and back down 
D r a z: looks at  the trisha assets as they  shake to  the tune and the glimpse of  panties 
trisha_29: spins to face him...crossing my arms across my tummy...gripping my tank top 
and pulling it up and off me....twirling it and giving it a toss...fingers slithering down over 
the soft satin of my baby blue bra............ 
D r a z: omg ........looks at  the blue eyes ,,,,,,,,,,, thats it eyes  

D r a z:  she takes it off niceand slow  
trisha_29: letting the music take over...rolling my head back and forth...shifting to spread 
my stance a bit...rolling my hips as my fingers slide down over my bare tummy...popping 
the button of my skirt....easing the zipper down......turning my back to him 
again.....rocking my hips as i bend and wiggling the skirt down...stepping out...snapping 
the little edge of the baby blue thong against my skin................... 
i_am_lacey: woot woot go trish! 
D r a z:  they tell me im a bad boy .......but look at this bad girl ............eyes on the thong  as 

she shakes her ass ........  she got it  alright! 
trisha_29: drops my ass down to the floor in front of him....hips swirliing and popping back 
up.....spinning to face him..stepping forward to straddle against his thigh....one hand 
around the back of his neck...arching and bending back....hips rolling forward with the 
beat............. 
D r a z:  go little bad girl ...  go little  bad girl 

D r a z:  looking down at  the cleavage and the strong thighs 
trisha_29: hopping back up to turn my back to him again...backing my thong covered ass 
up to drop right down against his lap...leaning back against his chest.....kissing his cheek 
and whispering in his ear............happy birthday Draz!!!!!!!!!!!!.....grins and get 
up...gathers my clothes and skips to the changing room 
D r a z: watches as the dirty  little girl  goes wild with beat ,,,,,,,,,,,, shes out  to please 

D r a z:  ,,,,,,,,,,,,omg  ty  trisha so very much ................ trisha  ,.... you bad girl  
trisha_29: slips back into my clothes and comes back out....hopping up to sit on the 
bar....winks at draz...yw! 
D r a z: looks aroud and hides my  excitement behind a cowboy hat   ,,,, and walking back  
to  the bar  
trisha_29: lol 

 

 

 

i_am_lacey: grabs Draz's hand....you have to come sit on stage 
D r a z:   sits on the stage  



trisha_29: woohoooooooo lacey! 
D r a z:  sits on my hands in a cahir 

i_am_lacey: rocks my hips to the beat 
i_am_lacey: slides one leg over his lap 
Gabriela92: go, Lacey Lacey Lacey.... 

Master Cimitar: smiles 
D r a z:  woohoo .....watches the hips  ..shake it lacey  
Master Cimitar: loves the bar 

D r a z:  grins as i look down at  the thighs  
i_am_lacey: then the other....my back to his front 

trisha_29: whistles at lacey 
i_am_lacey: swivels my hips and wiggles 
D r a z:  sees  the lacey pants  and the  cheeks  shake  

i_am_lacey: slides my hands up my thighs........... 
i_am_lacey: rocking from side to side 
Gabriela92: watches Lacey makin' it happen.... woo, hoo!!!!! 

D r a z: watches as the  cheeks  riock side  to side  
i_am_lacey: stands up and turns around..... 
i_am_lacey: grabs the hem of my dress....lifting it....shimmies and slides it over my head... 

Gabriela92: mmm, lovely, Lacey. 
i_am_lacey: climbs back on his lap facing him 
D r a z:  mmm seeing that big breast  jigggle  asshe takesthe dressoff  

D r a z: grinslooking in her eyes.. then the cleavage  
i_am_lacey: hehehe... 
Druidnyc: hi 

i_am_lacey: grabs onto his shirt....rolling my shoulders and arching my back........... 
D r a z: woo  hoo  lacey   
i_am_lacey: leans back as my hips move side to side to the beat.... 

D r a z:  grins as  i feel the big breast rubbing mty chest  
i_am_lacey: pulls back up and bounces  

D r a z: lokksdown asshergringdsagainst me   
D r a z:  watches   lacey bounce  on my lap  
i_am_lacey: rubs the "girls" against him 

i_am_lacey: whistles 
i_am_lacey: along to the music 
D r a z: grinsseeing the girls on my chest  

i_am_lacey: lifts my leg and spins around.... 
i_am_lacey: stands up....feet planted on each side of his lap 
i_am_lacey: bends over and grabs my "hat" 

D r a z:  watchesas   sthe legs  split catching a glimpse  of the panties ..  
i_am_lacey: falls back in his lap and shimmies to the music 
i_am_lacey: looks over my shoulder and winks at him 

D r a z: smilesasi watch laceys  eyes sshe looksback  
i_am_lacey: grins 
i_am_lacey: spins back around to face him 

i_am_lacey: lifts up and rocks side to side 
D r a z: looksagain tothe thighsand the bouncibng breasts  

i_am_lacey: slides back down and grinds against his lap 
D r a z:  growls feeling the grind 
i_am_lacey: takes the hat off and puts it on him 

i_am_lacey: slides off his lap and grabs my dress..... 
Gabriela92: very nice, Lacey. 
trisha_29: woohoooooooo way to go lacey!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
i_am_lacey: and runs off to the dressing room.... 
Master Cimitar: claps 
i_am_lacey: my goodness i'm out of breath now lol 

Master Cimitar: happy freakin b'day Draz 



Master Cimitar: chuckles 
i_am_lacey: shouts from the dressing room...oh yeah...Happy Birthday!  lol 

D r a z: watches as lacey slides away  and discretely puts the hat in front of me as I walk 
back to the bar  
D r a z: laffs ty  lacey  

i_am_lacey: blows Draz a kiss from the dressing room...yells back..."you're welcome" 

i_am_lacey: comes back out from the dressing room....blushing as red as the matching bra 

and panties i'm wearing 
trisha_29: that was great lacey 
Gabriela92: but making a very positive impression, Lacey. 

i_am_lacey: ty trish 
D r a z: applauds lacey as she return  ..........great daance  lacey ....tyvm  
i_am_lacey: smiles @ gabi...thanks 


